






well, the 1967 airborne magnetic survey revealed a large magnetic low, 

roughly coincident with the position and the northwest/southeast trend of 

the geochemical soil anomalies. The Klara Claim covers a portion of this 

indicated structure. 

As shown on Figure 3, there was a considerable amount of relief encoun- 

0 tered on the ground magnetic survey. However, to interpret these 

results,  detailed geological mapping should be performed. 

2.2 Recommendations 

Further  exploration of the Klara Claim is fully warranted, and indeed 

essential for the interpretation of the results obtained in this survey. 

'l'he next part of the exploration program should include geological 

mapping, and since the 1972 Newco grid has been completely lost, a 

geochemical soil survey should be conducted over the whole grid. Fill-in 
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3 .  PROPERTY 

3 . 1  Location 

The Klara Claim is located 15 k m  southeast of the community of Logan 

Lake, U. C .  and 2 .5  krn southwest of Desmond Lake. Through the north- 

east corner of the claim runs the clearing for the Kelly Lake-Nicola 

Transmission Line, under construction. 

The claim is in the Nicola Mining Ilivisio; at NTS 92117E. It is centered 

at  approximately north latitude 50°25' and west longitude 120°39' (see 

Figure 1 ) .  

Koad distances to Kamloops, Merritt and Vancouver are 37,  58  and 410 

kilometres respectively. 

0 The property is in the close vicinity of major copper mines. The mines of 

Lornex, Bethlehem Copper and Highmont Mines, as  well as the Valley 

Copper ore body are only 20 to 25 kilometres west of the claim, and the 

Afton Mines ore body is about the same distance to the northeast. 

3 .2  Access 

The property is accessible by the paved Meadow Creek Highway, connect- 

ing to Vancouver via the h'lerritt-Princeton, or via the Ashcroft-Fraser 

Canyon. A dirt road to the Surrey Lake Fishing Resort runs along the 

east edge of the claim, from which runs the powerline and road across the 

northeast corner of the property. A network of 4 x 4 roads previously 

used for logging gives good access throughout the claim. 

The claim is 37 road kilometres distant from Kamloops, B. C. which has 

daily air connections to Vancouver. 
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3 . 3  Claims 

The Klara property consists of a single four-post mineral claim with record 

number and anniversary date as follows: 

Claim No.  of Units Record No. Anniversary Date 

Klara 20 1421 June 27th, 1984 

The claim was located on the modified grid system by Damir Cukor, as 

agent for Vladimir Cukor of Vancouver, B.C. and staking was done in 
! 

accordance with the B . C. Mineral Act. 

3.4  Topography and Climate 

The property occupies an area characterized by gentle sloping hills with 

an  altitude from 1300 to 1450 metres above sea level. Open meadows 

0 alternate with a dense forest of pine, fir and spruce, with very little or 

no underbrush. Creeks are often dammed by beavers and form ponds and 

marshes overgrown with willows anti aspen. 

I 

The area has a continental climate characterized by cold winters and hot 

summers. The property is within the B.C. Dry Belt; atmospheric precip- 

itation being extremely rare during summer months. 

Good quality timber is available on the property, and except for the driest 

years, ample water for exploration should be found in several streams and 

ponds. 
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4. GKOUNL) MAGNE'I'IC SURVEY 

4.1 Field Procedure 

A s  preparation for the survey, a grid was cut consisting of a 1300 metre 

long baseline and 11 lines, totalling 13.3 km. The baseline was surveyed 

along the cut line for the Kelly Lake-Nicola Trai?smission Line. As well, 

the network of logging roads on the property was surveyed, and both the 

grid and the roads were utilized for the ground magnetic survey, totalling 

17.5 km. The readings were taken at 25 metre intervals by the author, 

D. Cukor, a geology student with several years experience in magnetic 

surveys. 
I 
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The instrument used was a Georrletrics Unimag Proton Magnetometer, Model 

6-836 with a sensitivity of 10 gammas. The checkpoints for diurnal correc- 
I 
i 

tions were established by initially surveying the 1300 metre baseline. 

0 After correcting the readings, each station on the baseline is considered a 

base station for a corresponding crossline. During the survey, each cross- 

line was tied to the base station at the s tar t  and completion of the loop. 

4.2 Data Presentation 

The instrument measures the Total ~ a g n & i c  Field. After diurnal correc- 

tions were made all results were reduced by 57,000 gammas so 58,000 

gamrnas of total field reads 1,000 gammas. These reduced values were 

then plotted on the 1:10,000 topographic plan (Figure 3). 

4.3 Discussion of Results 

Magnetometer readings over the survey area range from 57,040 to 57,590 

gammas of total magnetic field, showing a total magnetic relief of 550 

gammas. 
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